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What is Clustering?What is Clustering?

Identification of related samples within a Identification of related samples within a 
sample spacesample space
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Some Uses for ClusteringSome Uses for Clustering

Ontology generationOntology generation
Disease classificationDisease classification
Life science taxonomiesLife science taxonomies

Data indexingData indexing
Library layoutLibrary layout
Web document groupingWeb document grouping

Data miningData mining
Political vote analysisPolitical vote analysis
Customer classificationCustomer classification
Marketing surveysMarketing surveys

Clustering Clustering vsvs ClassificationClassification

In classification we had In classification we had nn samples, each samples, each 
with a label.  The object was to learn these with a label.  The object was to learn these 
samples so we could label new samples.  samples so we could label new samples.  
In clustering, you not only learn how to In clustering, you not only learn how to 
classify new samples, but you learn the classify new samples, but you learn the 
labels as welllabels as well
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KK--Means ClusteringMeans Clustering

1.1. Choose Choose kk points from the sample spacepoints from the sample space
2.2. For each point, identify the samples that For each point, identify the samples that 

are closer to that point than to any other.  are closer to that point than to any other.  
These samples are a clusterThese samples are a cluster

3.3. Move each point to the centroid of the Move each point to the centroid of the 
corresponding clustercorresponding cluster

4.4. Go back to 2.  Repeat until the clusters Go back to 2.  Repeat until the clusters 
stabilizestabilize

KK--Means ClusteringMeans Clustering
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KK--Means Clustering Means Clustering –– Thought Thought 
ExercisesExercises

How dependent is cluster selection on the How dependent is cluster selection on the 
initial choices of the initial choices of the kk centroids?centroids?
Is it possible to end up with an empty Is it possible to end up with an empty 
cluster?cluster?
What are some reasonable choices for What are some reasonable choices for 
starting values of the starting values of the kk centroids?centroids?

KK--Means Clustering Means Clustering –– Choosing Choosing 
Initial Centroids Initial Centroids 

Randomly select Randomly select kk samplessamples
Use Use kk small, random offsets from the small, random offsets from the 
center of the sample spacecenter of the sample space
Place them evenly distributed in the Place them evenly distributed in the 
sample spacesample space
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KK--Means Clustering Means Clustering –– Vector Vector 
quantizationquantization

We can use kWe can use k--means clustering to digitize color means clustering to digitize color 
images or to compress existing digital images.  images or to compress existing digital images.  
Suppose you had a high fidelity image you Suppose you had a high fidelity image you 
wanted to store in much smaller bit map.wanted to store in much smaller bit map.
Each pixel in your source image has 32 bits of Each pixel in your source image has 32 bits of 
colorcolor——or 4.3 billion color choicesor 4.3 billion color choices
Each pixel in your target representation has 8 Each pixel in your target representation has 8 
pixelspixels——or 256 color choicesor 256 color choices

How do you choose which 256 colors to use?  How do you choose which 256 colors to use?  
Ideally, you want each pixel in your target to be Ideally, you want each pixel in your target to be 
as close as possible to the corresponding pixel as close as possible to the corresponding pixel 
in the source.in the source.

Ideas?Ideas?

KK--Means Clustering Means Clustering –– Vector Vector 
quantizationquantization

The source color palette is our sample The source color palette is our sample 
spacespace
Each pixel in the source image is a point in Each pixel in the source image is a point in 
our sample spaceour sample space
K is 256.  WeK is 256.  We’’ll have 1 cluster per color in ll have 1 cluster per color in 
our target representationour target representation
After we apply the kAfter we apply the k--means algorithm, means algorithm, 
wewe’’ll have 256 points in the sample spacell have 256 points in the sample space
WeWe’’ll end up with 256 32 bit colors which ll end up with 256 32 bit colors which 
give (hopefully) a near optimal give (hopefully) a near optimal 
compressioncompression
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Types of Clustering AlgorithmsTypes of Clustering Algorithms

Exclusive (kExclusive (k--means)means)
Overlapping (fuzzy cOverlapping (fuzzy c--means)means)
HierarchicalHierarchical
ProbabilisticProbabilistic

DistanceDistance

Scale matters a lot in determining clustersScale matters a lot in determining clusters
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Scaling, Minkowski DistanceScaling, Minkowski Distance

r=2.0 Euclidean distancer=1.0 Manhattan distance

Fuzzy CFuzzy C--Means ClusteringMeans Clustering
1.1. Choose random cluster centersChoose random cluster centers
2.2. For each data point, assign it full membership For each data point, assign it full membership 

to the closest cluster centerto the closest cluster center
3.3. Update the cluster center by using the Update the cluster center by using the 

(weighted) average location of all the member(weighted) average location of all the member
4.4. For each data point, assign it membership to For each data point, assign it membership to 

each cluster inversely proportional to the each cluster inversely proportional to the 
distance to the clusterdistance to the cluster

5.5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 until the iterative Repeat steps 3 and 4 until the iterative 
improvement in any membership is below improvement in any membership is below 
some thresholdsome threshold

6.6. This algorithm converges to a local minimumThis algorithm converges to a local minimum
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Fuzzy CFuzzy C--Means ClusteringMeans Clustering
1D data set

fuzzy c-means result

k-means result

Fuzzy CFuzzy C--Means ClusteringMeans Clustering

Initial step

After 8 iterations

After 37 iterations
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Hierarchical Clustering Hierarchical Clustering --
AgglomerativeAgglomerative

1.1. Assign each data point to its own clusterAssign each data point to its own cluster
2.2. Find the closest 2 clusters and merge Find the closest 2 clusters and merge 

themthem
3.3. Calculate the distance between each Calculate the distance between each 

cluster paircluster pair
4.4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until the entire set Repeat steps 2 and 3 until the entire set 

is in one clusteris in one cluster

Hierarchical Clustering Hierarchical Clustering –– variations variations 
on step 3on step 3

SingleSingle--linkagelinkage –– use shortest distance use shortest distance 
from any member to any memberfrom any member to any member
AverageAverage--linkagelinkage –– use the average use the average 
distance of all members to all membersdistance of all members to all members
CompleteComplete--linkagelinkage –– use the greatest use the greatest 
distance from any member to any memberdistance from any member to any member
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Hierarchical ClusteringHierarchical Clustering

Mixture Model ClusteringMixture Model Clustering

Each cluster is described by a Each cluster is described by a ““mixturemixture”” of of 
probability distributions such as the probability distributions such as the 
Gaussian or PoissonGaussian or Poisson
The set of distribution parameter vectors The set of distribution parameter vectors 
fully defines the clusterfully defines the cluster
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Expectation Maximization Expectation Maximization 
AlgorithmAlgorithm

1.1. Start by doing several iterations of the kStart by doing several iterations of the k--
means algorithmmeans algorithm

2.2. For each cluster, choose random values For each cluster, choose random values 
for our expectation parameter vector, for our expectation parameter vector, ΦΦ..

3.3. Use Use ΦΦ to calculate our to calculate our ‘‘softsoft’’ labelslabels
4.4. Incrementally improve our choice of Incrementally improve our choice of ΦΦ by by 

choosing a choosing a ΦΦ that maximizes the that maximizes the 
likelihood of our labels being correctlikelihood of our labels being correct

5.5. Return to 3.  Repeat until Return to 3.  Repeat until ΦΦ stabilizes.stabilizes.

Expectation MaximizationExpectation Maximization
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Expectation Maximization Expectation Maximization 
Algorithm comparisonAlgorithm comparison

KK--means clustering is a special case of means clustering is a special case of 
Expectation MaximizationExpectation Maximization
KK--means clustering is based on circular means clustering is based on circular 
areas around centroids (since it uses areas around centroids (since it uses 
distance).  Expectation maximization uses distance).  Expectation maximization uses 
ellipses of arbitrary shape (since it uses a ellipses of arbitrary shape (since it uses a 
covariance matrix)covariance matrix)

Expectation Maximization Expectation Maximization 
Algorithm comparisonAlgorithm comparison

KK--means clustering assumes that each means clustering assumes that each 
point is independent.  Expectation point is independent.  Expectation 
maximization allows samples to be maximization allows samples to be 
probabilistically related via hidden probabilistically related via hidden 
variablesvariables
In kIn k--means clustering, labels are a means clustering, labels are a ‘‘hardhard’’ 0 0 
or 1.  In expectation maximization, labels or 1.  In expectation maximization, labels 
are based on the probability of being in a are based on the probability of being in a 
cluster.  These labels are cluster.  These labels are ‘‘softsoft’’ values values 
between 0 and 1.between 0 and 1.
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